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Abstract 

Studies on inter-language in the second language acquisition field have been of paramount importance in recent years. 

In line with such studies, thus with this study we aim to show oral production samples of adult Arabic speakers of 

Turkish (N=10) through elicited data in natural conversation settings, and to analyze the data morphosyntactically and 

lexically based on the inter-language hypothesis. Analysis of the gathered data indicates that the participants produced 

the target language quite competently and fluently by showing morphosyntactic and lexical variations in their output. 

The results obtained from intralingual communication, where only Arabic speakers are involved, suggest that the variety 

in question displays relative variations from the standard dialect in two domains mentioned above. Findings concerning 

Arabic and non-Arabic speakers present a rather different picture in that the variety gets much closer to the standard 

Turkey Turkish, and tend to support literature review emphasizing the importance of inter-language variation from 

socio-ecological and socio-cultural viewpoints. The study implies that second language acquisition might be attained in 

adulthood.  
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1. Introduction 

The dominance of Universal Grammar studies (Flynn, 1987; White, 1990; Cook, 1997; Trettenbrein, 2015) in second 

language acquisition has downgraded the importance of cultural, social and psychological factors in this field. These 

studies often emphasized the significance of biological factors for several decades resulting in lending support to merely 

children‟ effortless acquisition of first or second language. Adult learners, in this sense, have been perceived as 

insufficient, inaccessible to UG and incapable learners. Similarly, the studies of critical period hypothesis (Penfield & 

Roberts, 1959; Lenneberg, 1967; Johnson and Newport, 1989; Slavoff & Johnson, 1995) have often showed a positive 

linear correlation between age and language acquisition. The puberty has been perceived as the most critical period and 

factor while acquiring first or second language. Factors such as age, length of stay and processing difficulties have been 

prioritized. In these studies, a dichotomy between learning and acquisition has been viewed as a practical tool in that the 

former refers to conscious knowledge of a second language and the latter to subconscious process of rules (Krashen, 

1982). However, in this study this distinction will not be taken into account.  

Several factors such as loss of Universal Grammar, loss of neural plasticity, maladaptive gain of processing/memory 

capacity and the inhibitive effect of L1 on L2 have been put forward to explain the reasons for failing to attain 

near-native competence (Marionova-Todd, Marshall, & Snow, 2000). However, various researchers have handled this 

second language acquisition (henceforth, SLA) issue in different ways by using the terms contrastive analysis (James 

1980; Lado 1957), accessibility to universal grammar (White, 1990) inter-language (Selinker, 1972; Tarone, 1983), 

approximative system (Nemser,1971), idiosyncratic dialect (Corder, 1971), basic variety (Klein & Perdue, 1997), 

pidginization (Schumann, 1978, 1986) and variation (Bayley, 1994). In this study, the term inter-language (therefore IL) 

is used in this study to refer to „a separate linguistic system based on the observable output which results from a 

learner‟s attempted production of a target language norm‟ (Selinker 1972: 214). Another term that will be used is 

variation since the perspective of this study is not to unearth deviation, errors, mistakes or abnormalities. The term 

inter-language provides us with the opportunity to approach second language product as variation. Therefore, 

inter-language is quite a handy and practical term to reinforce our perspective towards SLA. Selinker‟s limited 

definition of inter-language was broadened by Adjemian‟s (1976) view of IL that regards ILs as natural languages. 

Similarly, Towell and Hawkins (1994) note that ILs can accept new rules and are open to changes. Meisel, Clahsen and 
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Pienemann (1981) also maintain that ILs are also competitive and unstable.  

IL variations generally refer to postpubescent/adult learners (Patkowski, 1990; Johnson and Newport, 1989). White and 

Genesee (1996) stated that postpubescent learners as well can attain native competence. In their seminal article, 

Marionova-Todd, Marshall and Snow (2000) focused on three misconceptions about age and L2 learning by showing 

contradictory studies about adult language learners. The bias towards adult language learners result from the 

generalization of several findings that are only in favor of children, and ignorance of successful and near-native adult 

learners. Marionova-Todd, Marshall and Snow (2000) showed that misattribution of some factors such as age and 

neurobiological capacity have led to misinterpretation and misemphasis of adult language learning. Although 

behavioristic and cognitive-based studies in SLA have been quite fruitful and incremental in the last several decades and 

helped researchers understand the problems in SLA, both movements have long perceived certain utterances of 

language learners as deficient, erratic and deviant. Therefore, socio-cultural (Van Lier, 2004), socio-cognitive (Atkinson, 

2011; Lantolf, 2011) and socio-ecological views (Kramsch, 2002; Larsen-Freeman, 2002; Kramsch and Steffensen, 

2007; Atkinson, 2011) have been ignored due to predominance of behaviorist and cognitive approaches although 

sociocultural theory of language theoretically and practically emerged in the 1960s and 1970s (Vygotsky, 1962; Hymes, 

1972; Schumann, 1978). In contrast to behaviorist and cognitivist approaches tending to focus on errors and deviance of 

language learners - whether product or process-based - these approaches (viewed as an alternative to the first two 

movements) focus on actions, processes, particularities, constructions, situations, individual variability, interaction, 

adaptive behavior, embodied experience, nonlinearity, open and distributed system and soft assembly rather than on 

deviance, deficits, entities, objects, products, abstractness and universal principles. Another term developed for second 

language acquisition studies is Basic Variety (Klein & Perdue, 1997). This term refers to development and learning of a 

well-structured, efficient and simple form. In this sense, Klein and Purdue (1997) ask a question that reverses the 

movement of language studies that aim to reach a final stage: Couldn‟t natural languages be much simpler? Their 

answer to this question is „Yes but not very much‟ (p.40) because language learners organize their input according to the 

principles of innate structure. It means that utterances of language learners are „well-structured, highly efficient and 

very simple‟ (p.40). Although it is believed that language learners develop efficient communication system called Basic 

Variety, we disagree that this variety is based on only innate language capacity. Rather, basic variety can be incorporated 

into socio-ecologocial domain which presupposes that grammar and meaning are emergent rather than a fixed stage that 

remains to reach a final stage for the sake of innate language capacity as a cognitive potential structure. Therefore, we 

adopt the tenets of basic variety and socio-ecological theory together. An objection might be raised about Basic Variety 

because in this study Arabic speakers of Turkish used quite a few complex sentences with some inflectional omissions. 

In this sense, adult learners may go beyond Basic Variety even if two languages are typologically distant from each 

other (Song, 2002; Marionova-Todd, Marshall, & Snow, 2000).  

According to these two theories, interaction and communication in a certain authentic community enable adults to 

acquire a second language. In this sense, language learning is grounded in authentic social settings. Most languages 

display some variations within themselves depending on their speakers‟ geographical location and/or language 

background. Within the variety employed are embedded the speakers‟ views of the outer world, behavior, manners, 

intra-/inter-social relations, ethnic and/or language background. Schumann (1978) notes that social-psychological 

factors such as distance and proximity affect the degree of language acquisition. Unlike biological factors, social 

proximity to the target culture called acculturation has a positive effect on the success of acquiring the target language. 

The situation gains a rather interesting aspect when the variety spoken is in contact with another variety of a totally 

distinct language background, as in the case of Turkish and Arabic. Since Arabic speakers of Turkish feel quite proximal 

to Turkish culture historically and culturally, they tend to develop a positive attitude towards learning Turkish language. 

This study aims to show morphosyntactic and lexical behavior of language acquisition in a natural environment and the 

transition from Arabic to Turkish in Turkey setting, and intends to indicate that SLA can take place at a late age (Gass, 

2013).  

1.1 Research Questions 

The main aim of this study is to uncover the morphosyntactic and lexical production of adult Arabic speakers of Turkish 

in their natural settings. Within this framework, answers are sought for the following questions:  

1. What specific constructions emerge in production of adult Arabic Speakers of Turkish? 

2. What kind of lexical coinages appear in Arabic-Turkish inter-language? 

3. What lexical collocations arise as a result of Arabic- Turkish contact? 

2. Methodology 

This research was designed as ethnographic and qualitative in nature (Whitehead, 2005; Bardovi-Harlig, 1999). 
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Whitehead (2005:15) calls this design „natural conversational ethnographic interview‟ and describes this process as 

„informal and unstructured‟. Accordingly, the speech data in this study was elicited via natural conversations. By doing 

so, the researchers placed their study participants into sociocultural contexts that are meaningful for them. This emic 

perspective provides a valid understanding of the socio-culturally rich linguistic context that is also important to the 

participants. This elicitation technique was selected for two reasons. First, the conversations were natural and 

productive since they contained authentic and lived experiences in their production. Second, these natural conversations 

provided rich linguistic data from simple structures and literal use of words to complex sentences and idiomatic 

expressions. In addition to the elicited data, the researcher also used another researcher‟s data (Özezen, 2013) obtained 

in the field to enrich the data and analysis.  

2.1 Participants 

The participants were composed of 10 females born in 1930-40s in the mid-south of Turkey and have been living in 

Turkey since their birth. The participants were late bilinguals who were totally illiterate with no explicit education at 

schools at all and that were exposed to Turkish between 6-8 hours daily. The age groups were 70-86. They reported that 

they learned Turkish from their children, grandchildren and media. The peers spoke Arabic among each other but 

Turkish with their grandchildren and outsiders from different ethnic backgrounds and recent generation. The daily 

language of the bilingual participants was recorded with a digital voice recorder. The data was transcribed by the 

researchers and collected only in natural settings (at their homes). The participants talked about daily topics such as 

their relations with the neighbors and relatives, history of the community, their daily routines and religious activities. 

2.2 Data Collection  

The researchers met each participant once a week for at least five hours a week. However, approximately one hour 

recording was able to be obtained in each session. The participants were recorded at an appropriate time while speaking 

spontaneously since each recording entailed a long warm up conversation with them. The study took 20 weeks to 

complete. The researchers did not guide the participants to talk about a certain subject. A 20-hour spoken data was 

collected. Although some raw observations regarding the target language were made before the study, it was not known 

what kind of specific constructions would be produced by the participants after the study.  

2.3 Data Analysis  

Qualitative data analysis is in nature iterative and non-linear (Dörnyei, 2007; Cresswell et.al., 2003). The data collected 

from the participants was qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed utilizing SPSS v.17. To analyze the qualitative data, 

the sentences uttered by the participants were recorded, and the canonical Turkish sentences were not transcribed. 

Therefore, partial transcription was used, and specific constructions, lexical coinages and novel lexical collocations 

were extracted from the data in accordance with the framework of the study. A general overview of the morphosyntactic 

structures was given. The average number of the sentences per minute was calculated. In addition, frequencies and per 

centages of specific constructions were given.  

3. Results 

The overall results showed that the participants reached native competency in linguistic areas except with some 

variations. Since the participants were all illiterate, no written standard tool was used to measure their level. However, 

they could produce complex sentences effortlessly in the target language. The participants produced Turkish idioms, 

collocations, formulaic language and complex sentences quite competently and fluently. Some variations were observed 

in the output.  

3.1 Production of Morphosyntactic Structures 

The data collected from the participants showed some variations when compared to their children and grandchildren 

who monolingually spoke standard Turkey Turkish. Since their grandchildren were raised in regular Turkish schools, 

they all speak standard Turkey Turkish. The participants tended to omit some inflections, and the word order 

intermittently differed from participant to participant. The number of the participants, average sentences per minute and 

in total uttered by Arabic speakers is given in Table 1.  

Table 1. Participants and total sentences 

    N 

 Participants   10 
 Average sentence per minute   20  
 Average sentences uttered in total   24000 
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A general overview of variations in Standard Turkey Turkish and Turkish of Arabic speakers can be seen in Table 2. 

Table 2. A general overview of sentences in Turkey Turkish and Turkish of Arabic Speakers  

 Standard Turkey Turkish Turkish of Arabic Speakers 

Subject 
pronoun 

Ben uyanmamışım 
I sleep- Neg-past Evidential+ 1st sub pro 

Ben uyanmamış 
I sleep Neg-past Evidential +Ø 

Adjective 
Pronoun 

Benim babam istedi. 
( My+Gen father+Poss want+past) 
 

Benim baba istedi 
My+gen father+ Ø want+past 

Past tense Terazi yoktu eskiden 
Scales exist+Past formerly 

Terazi yok eskiden 
Scales exist+ Ø formerly 

Different case Şimdi çalışıyor Ticaret Odasında 
Now work+ Prog+ Chamber of Trade+Loc 
 

Şimdi çalışıyor Ticaret Odası 
Now work+Prog Chamber of Trade+ Ø 

Participle  Babası öldüğü zaman 1 yaşında 
Father+Gen die+ Past+Part time 1 year old 
 

Babası öldü zaman 1 yaşında 
Father+Gen die+ Past+ Ø + time 1 year old 

Passive  Elin kırılıyor 
Hand +Gen Break +Passive+ Prog 

Elin kırıyor 
Hand+Gen Break + Ø +Prog 

Different 
word order 

Evde İngilizce konuşuyorlar 
Home +Loc English speak + Prog + 3pl 
 

Konuşuyorlar İngilizce evde  
Speak +Prog+3pl + English Home+Loc 

The findings in Table 2 show that the participants developed seven morphosyntactic constructions. They omitted first 

subject pronoun suffix used in Turkey Turkish. Similarly, they also left out the suffix in the adjective pronoun. In 

addition, they did not use past tense suffix since they might have markedly used the past tense adverb. They also 

excluded the locative case. However, the context was meaningful even if they omitted the locative case since the 

sentence was contextually rich. Adverbial participle suffix was also dropped in the output. As for the passive 

construction, the passive suffix was not used. In terms of word order they tended to produce a different word order 

similar to the source language rather than the target language. While Turkey Turkish has Subject Object Verb canonical 

word order, Arabic has Subject Verb Object canonical word order. The number and frequency of these constructions are 

presented in Table 3.  

Table 3. Specific Constructions of Turkish of Arabic Speakers 

 Specific Constructions f % 

1.  Subject pronoun omission 320 1.33 
2.  Sentences with adjective/possessive pronoun 

omission 
140  0.58 

3.  Sentences with different word order 112 0.47 
4.  Sentences with case omission/different case use 89 0.37 
5.  Sentences with past tense omission 42 0.17 
6.  Sentences with passive omission 14 0.05 
7.  Sentences with participle omission 33 0.13 

The findings in Table 3 indicate that the participants produced various constructions not observed in the target language. 

Although they omitted some suffixes observed in the target language, these constructions did not hinder the pacing of 

communication. These omissions might be interpreted as variations since even the target language might show some 

variations dialectically or idiosyncratically. In addition to these morphosyntactic variations, certain lexical variations 

were also observed. 

3.2 Lexical Coinage 

Lexical coinage involves the process of creating words to be tailored to particular purposes as a possible result of 

contact occurring between two languages (Abdullahi-Idiagbon & Olaniyi, 2011). The data collected by Özezen (2013) 

contained lexical coinage variations as well. Arabic speakers of Turkish conjugate Turkish words with Arabic 

inflections. This process can be evaluated as creative since a word in Turkish takes Arabic inflections. In their attempt to 

use only Arabic words, Arabic speakers employ Arabic inflections but when they prefer to use Turkish words, they often 

conjugate these Turkish words with Arabic inflections. In some cases, some Arabic words are conjugated with Turkish 

inflections. 

The participants in this study used both the source and target language while producing Turkish verbs with Arabic 

suffixes in Table 4. This finding shows that the root verb was dominant in Turkish but suffixes were dominant in Arabic 

language. However, they could also use Turkish suffixes easily when needed, which shows that they have the ability to 

apply both Arabic and Turkish suffixes in verbs. In addition to these coinage variations, lexical collocational differences 

were noticed.  
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Table 4. Conjugation of Turkish verbs with Arabic suffixes 

Turkish verb                                             Turkish verb root with Arabic 
suffix  

English 

‟annaş  ‟annşäʸt agree 
‟ännät ‟änntäʸt say/tell  
Daġġat daġġtäʸt distribute  
Qällan qällnäʸt use  
Qannaq qannqäʸt accommodate, settle 
Qäzzän qäzznäʸt win  
Tämmäz tämmzäʸt clean  
Yassaq yassqäʸt ban  

3.3 Novel Lexical Collocations Composed of Arabic and Turkish Words 

Lexical collocation can be defined as „a relationship between lexical items that regularly co-occur‟ (Carter, 1998, p.163). 

Although Standard Arabic speakers can utter a sentence without a collocation, Arabic learners of Turkish created a 

novel collocational construction composed of Arabic verbs and Turkish nouns. The data was collected and presented by 

Özezen (2013).  

Table 5. Arabic Verb + Turkish Noun collocations 

Äxäd täqlîd(äh)/äxdäʸt taq'lîd(äh) Perform imitation 

säwwätaq'lîd(äh)/säwwäʸt taq'lîd(äh) Perform imitation 
fäwwät 'käzä (qä'zǟʸ) / fäwwtäʸt 'käzä (qä'zǟʸ) Have an accident 
säwwä taxmîn  / säwwäʸt taxmîn Make a guess 
şíriʸb sîgǟrä (cîgǟrä, siġarāʸ) Smoke a cigarette 

The participants created meaningful collocations by combining Arabic verbs with Turkish nouns as indicated in Table 5. 

They could also produce Turkish collocations by replacing Arabic verbs with Turkish ones. In this sense, they showed 

alterations in producing verb +noun collocations. This finding shows that they are competent in using both languages 

while producing lexical collocations. 

4. Discussion 

The main aim of this study was to show that second language could be acquired at a later age with a separate linguistic 

system ending in variations (Freeman, 1997; Brown, 2000). Freeman (1997) and Brown (2000) note that since language 

acquisition does not proceed in a linear way but rather in a chaotic and entropic way, it may better to rid false 

dichotomies. Therefore, in this study the term acquisition rather than learning was used since the term learning could 

refer to a lesser role in SLA. In accordance with the claims of Marionova-Todd, Marshall and Snow (2000), a target 

language, albeit typologically different, might end in successful acquisition. When social settings are easily accessible 

and convenient for learners to acquire a target language, second language can be attained even if the adult speakers are 

illiterate and therefore have the only chance to acquire the target language orally. In this study, the adult learners 

produced the target language quite fluently by using not only quite a few regular grammatical structures but also 

idiomatic expressions and lexical collocations. The learners uttered even novel collocations understandably by mixing 

them from both the source and target language. It could be said that they were creative in using the language at syntactic, 

lexical and pragmatic levels. These findings in this study appear to support socio-cultural (Van Lier, 2004), 

socio-cognitive (Atkinson, 2011; Lantolf, 2011) and socio-ecological views (Kramsch, 2002; Larsen-Freeman, 2002; 

Kramsch and Stfeensen, 2007; Atkinson, 2011). The target language productions in this study showed significant 

variations dissimilar to the target language although these findings should not be interpreted in the way that their 

production is not comprehensible or lacking in providing effective communication. Rather, as Bayley (2005) discussed, 

these inter-language variations might refer to their creativity by both making use of the source language and forming a 

new separate and independent linguistic system (Selinker, 1972). Bayley (2005: 9) states that „second language studies 

that combine variationist and ethnographic methods have the potential to provide a better understanding of the 

development of learner competence over time.‟ Similarly, Mougeon and Rehner (2001) noted that variations in a target 

language should not be perceived as deviant or incomprehensible. Instead, they might refer to a rich linguistic system 

that brings novel constructions that provide comprehensible production. However, some findings from neurobiology 

offer a different perspective. Ullmann (2015) noted that procedural and declarative knowledge may refer to two distinct 

systems in learning. While procedural knowledge refers to a subconscious and automatic process, declarative 

knowledge entails conscious learning. Despite this distinction, Ellis (1985) maintained that variation could be viewed as 

a part of the linguistic competence of L2 learners while Tarone (1990) similarly noted that the competence/performance 

dichotomy is obsolete. The oral production of the participants in this study showed variations, various constructions as 

well as standard Turkey Turkish uses, which refers to the fact that linguistic competence might be attained by 

reinterpreting the target language in different forms and meanings in quite a comprehensible way. 
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5. Conclusion  

This study showed that the target language could be acquired at a later age when the socio-ecological setting is 

convenient for learners. Various constructions produced by the participants indicated that second language acquisition is 

not expected to proceed in one direction in any strict manner. For learners, a target language might consist of 

multi-layers emerging with certain and different constructions dissimilar to the source language. Insistence on strict 

norms in the target language might lead researchers to interpret oral production within strict limitations. Rather, these 

variations refer to richness of minds, bodies and worlds. In addition to pure psychologically and biologically driven 

behavioristic approaches based on positivistic postulates, culturally and socially embodied contexts might also have 

meaning in second language acquisition studies concerning adult learners.  
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